
for runs, arpeggios and glissandi are shown in Fig. I. If you prefer to have these phrases fully 
notated in the score, you can simply add additional muted notes.


The Articulate Presets Expression Map and Dorico

Steinberg offers by now its own notation program, called Dorico, which largely expands on the 
notation capabilities of Cubase. The Articulate Presets Expression Map was not specifically 
designed to work with Dorico and we do not directly support this software package. Nevertheless, 
Dorico seems to be to some extent compatible with Cubase Expression Maps. Since the Articulate 
Presets Expression Map, takes the whole concept of Expression Maps to its limits, there are likely 
still features that do not work with Dorico. Yet, in case you are a Dorico user, it might be worth 
giving it a try. As soon as Dorico will be fully compatible with Cubase Expression Maps the 
Articulate Presets map should raise the bar, as far as the realism of the playback is concerned, that 
can be achieved with notation software.


Appendix

All the details … just in case 

This appendix provides all details on the implementation of the Articulate Presets Expression Map. 
Figure II shows all implemented directions and attributes, ordered according to their group.	  


The extensive Table III, extending over five pages, shows the full list of possible identifier 
combinations, ordered by the program numbers of the corresponding articulations in Articulate 
Presets. It uses the following conventions and abbreviations:


/ … separates definitions for different instrument                id … identical identifier written out before in this cell


;  … in each group all identifiers at the same position—separated by semicolons—can be combined


, … any combination of identifiers separated by commas can be independently chosen in the four groups
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Figure I: Examples of the score representation of various phrases.

key APP-
sequencer  
run v1 

APP- 
sequencer 
trill v2

2s-long 
strong 
crescendo

recorded downward fast 
major legato (or 3-note 
harp) arpeggio in G

slow major harp 
glissando in C


